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ED&C·Drive Systems Group
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President, Fuji Electric FA Components & Systems Co., Ltd.

Shigeaki Hori

Overview of Operating Environment and Results for Fiscal 2003, Ended March 31, 2004
In electric distribution & control (ED&C) components, the group enhanced the competitiveness of its product lineup by

launching new global products designed to conform to international standards, increasing overseas production, and

expanding the number of products certified under the China Compulsory Certification (CCC) standard, China’s indus-

trial standard. These steps were aimed at boosting sales volume in Japan and expanding sales in overseas markets,

particularly China. More specifically, in low-voltage circuit breakers, the group introduced the new �-TWIN Series,

and in power supplies, launched the Global Mini UPS GX Series, both designed for the global market. During fiscal

2003, production of low-voltage circuit breakers was also expanded and the manufacture of magnetic contactors was

started in China. These moves, together with higher demand from machinery manufacturers in Japan, particularly

machine tool makers, and rising demand in China and other Asian markets, fueled higher sales of low-voltage circuit

breakers and magnetic contactors, mainstay products in the ED&C segment. Despite these stronger sales, operating

income decreased amid continuing unit price declines centered on the domestic market.

In control & drive systems, the group positioned general-purpose inverters as its core product category, and iden-

tified servomotor systems, programmable logic controllers (PLCs) and programmable operation displays (PODs) as

growth products. New products were launched in all these categories in an effort to increase sales. In inverters, the

group launched the FRENIC-Eco Series, a line of fan/pump inverters designed for the global market. At the same time,

inverter production capacity in China was increased and sales expanded. In servomotor systems, the group launched

the FALDIC-W, another product designed to satisfy the needs of global customers. In Japan, sales efforts in support of

this product were focused on targeted industrial applications, while overseas, the group aimed to boost sales in China

and other Asian markets. In PLCs and PODs, the group expanded the lineup of products and options, launched new

models, and worked to win contracts for new small- and medium-sized systems that integrate servomotor systems,

inverters and other components. The success of these strategies was reflected in higher sales in all mainstay product

categories, helping to drive total sales and operating income in control & drive systems sharply higher year on year.

As a result of the above, operating income in ED&C·Drive Systems jumped 99.0% to ¥2.3 billion (U.S.$22 million),

on net sales of ¥168.0 billion (U.S.$1,600 million), 5.1% up on the previous year.

The ED&C·Drive Systems Group supplies a range of compo-
nents, as well as small- and medium-sized systems using these
components, used in factory automation and buildings. The
group’s product lineup, which demonstrates industry-leading
levels of quality and performance and backed up by powerful
service support, include electric distribution & controls, drives,
power electronics, motion, and human-machine interface (HMI)
components and devices.
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Fuji Electric FA Components & Systems supplies molded-case circuit breakers and earth-leakage circuit breakers, equip-
ment vital to systems that control the supply and distribution of electricity to buildings and factories. Fuji Electric was also
the first in the industry to offer these products with standardized external dimensions. The models in the new �-Twin
Series are designed to conform to a range of JIS, CE and UL standards. This makes them the ideal choice in satisfying all
major domestic and overseas standards.

ED&C•Drive Systems Group
The New �-TWIN Series of Molded-case Circuit
Breakers and Earth-leakage Circuit Breakers
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Measures Taken During the Year Under Review
With demand recovering both in Japan and overseas, ED&C·Drive Systems, the Fuji Electric Group’s core business,

actively implemented the initiatives outlined below in order to reach the objectives in Fuji Electric’s current medium-

term management plan.

Implementing a Global Strategy
In seeking to become the “industry’s strongest specialist,” we are well aware that we have to build a presence in

international markets, not just in Japan. Guided by this thinking, we worked to implement a global strategy covering all

aspects of our operations—including product development, manufacturing and marketing.

(1) Developing global products

During the year, we developed products that conformed to global product and safety standards established by the

International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), Underwriters Laboratories (UL) and other organizations. In particu-

lar, in the low-voltage equipment field, we launched a range of magnetic contactors, circuit breakers, command

switches and other products specifically designed to meet internationally recognized specifications. Additionally, in

the control & drive systems field, we developed global versions of key products such as FRENIC-Mini inverter,

launched in the previous fiscal year, and servomotor systems. These products will be launched in fiscal 2004, and

we believe they will make a significant contribution to group performance going forward.

(2) Focusing on China and other areas in Asia

In fiscal 2003, although many Asian economies were affected by the SARS outbreak, economic growth in the

region for the whole year was significant. Japanese exports to these expanding markets also helped to support

growth in a domestic context. Against this background, we expanded and reinforced our sales, after-sales service

and manufacturing network in Asia, primarily China, in order to further increase our presence in the region.

Strengthening the Operating Base
(1) Improving operating profitability

During the year, the group achieved an improvement in operating profitability. This was mainly attributable to a

stronger top-line performance due to market growth in Japan and abroad, the positive impact of new product

launches, and improved marketing capabilities, supported by steps to streamline operations, pare back costs and

hold price reductions to a minimum.

(2) Delivering higher customer satisfaction with QCM

By using quality chain management (QCM) to review all our manufacturing processes based on a strict set of quality

standards, we can now offer customers products that engender an even higher level of trust.
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(3) Reducing total assets

In order to reinforce our operating base by employing resources more effectively, we worked to further

reduce interest-bearing debt through the efficient use of assets and funds.

The FRENIC-Eco Series
of General-purpose Inverters

These general-purpose inverters incorporate a specially designed variable-
speed control system to handle the variable torque load of air conditioners,
fans, pumps and other products. These inverters also meet growing market
needs for energy efficiency and systemization.
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 The NEO SC Series of Magnetic Contactors
The highly trusted NEO SC Series has captured the leading market share in
Japan and conforms to global standards. Incorporating the latest technology,
these switches also have excellent safety characteristics and are environmen-
tally friendly.

The MICREX-SX Series
of Programmable Logic Controllers
These multi-controllers are pushing forward the boundaries of conventional PLC design. With
their high-speed processing capabilities and multiple networks, these controllers are capable of
responding to the growing complexity, speed and sophistication of automated manufacturing
and measuring systems.

Management Policies and Projections for Fiscal 2004, Ending March 31, 2005
Fuji Electric FA Components & Systems Co., Ltd., the core company in the ED&C·Drive Systems Group, was estab-

lished on October 1, 2003. Moving into its second fiscal year, the company will aim to become the “industry’s stron-

gest specialist” in key Fuji Electric Group business fields such as electric distribution & control, drive components,

power electronics, motion, and human-machine interface (HMI) equipment.

Basic Management Policy and Key Initiatives
The economy is projected to steadily strengthen during fiscal 2004. However, regardless of the operating environment

faced by the group, efforts will be focused on transforming ED&C·Drive Systems into the “industry’s strongest special-

ist” and posting an even stronger set of results. In more detail, continuing on from the year under review, our approach

will be supported by two main pillars: (1) implementing a global strategy; and, (2) strengthening the operating base.

We will work to overcome challenges in both these areas to propel the group to the next stage of growth.

(1) Global Strategy

With international markets in mind, we have already made progress in globalizing product development, manufac-

turing and marketing. Looking ahead, we will seek to build on this momentum by rolling out initiatives in three key

areas: � Develop and market global products; � Expand our presence in China; and, � Use alliances to enhance

operational efficiency.
� Develop and market global products

As the world’s leading manufacturer in the general-use equipment field, we are targeting international markets

as well as Japan. Consequently, we will channel our efforts into developing products that meet global stan-

dards and that can compete at the highest levels on the international stage.
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We have identified the rapidly growing Asian region, and particularly China, as a key strategic market. Going

forward, we will work to expand the group’s presence in China based on the following concrete actions. Efforts

will be centered on reinforcing our marketing, service support and manufacturing networks. In marketing, we

will establish a bi-polar operating structure in the country: a headquarters to oversee marketing in the region,

and an export headquarters responsible for handling exports from China. In service support, we will strengthen

our technical service network to support our existing pre- and post-sales service networks. Similarly, we will

enhance our manufacturing presence by expanding Fuji Electric Dalian Co., Ltd. (circuit breakers, motors and

manual motor starters (MMS)) and Fuji GE Drives (Wuxi) Co., Ltd. (inverters), and by bringing the production of

magnetic contactors and thermal relays at Fuji Electric (Changshu) Co., Ltd. fully onstream. This will ensure we

can supply products tailored to the needs of the Chinese and other Asian markets.
� Use alliances to enhance operational efficiency

Forging alliances will help us to raise productivity by leveraging economies of scale, reducing development and

manufacturing costs, and mutually reinforcing product lines. Ultimately, this will enhance operational efficiency.

(2) A Stronger Operating Base

Our efforts to build a stronger operating base will focus on two areas: � Creating a highly profitable earnings

structure; and, � Ensuring QCM systems are firmly in place.
� Creating a highly profitable earnings structure

In order to create a robust earnings structure capable of riding out weakness in the economy or cyclical down-

turns in our operating environment, we established the Value Engineering Center in Fukiage in fiscal 2002 to

integrate product development, design, production and quality control for ED&C components at a single facility.

Similarly, in April 2003, the Inverter Value Engineering Center was established in Suzuka to consolidate inverter-

related activities. As a manufacturer, these moves have given us the ability to develop the business going

forward focused on processes that generate high levels of added value. Moreover, we will seek to create a

more optimum and powerful business structure, including the transfer of more product development and manu-

facturing functions to overseas locations.
� Ensuring QCM systems are firmly in place

In order to earn customer trust and generate stronger profits in the current challenging operating environment,

it is essential that we raise the quality of our products further, while at the same time minimizing losses in the

production process. In order to achieve this goal, we have promoted stricter quality control in all processes,

from development and manufacturing to sales and after-sales service. By further strengthening QCM activities

going forward, we aim to offer products that engender an even higher level of customer trust and satisfaction.

Based on the above initiatives, we are projecting operating income of ¥5.5 billion on net sales of ¥175 billion in

fiscal 2004.
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President

Organization Chart
Fuji Electric FA Components & Systems Co., Ltd.
(As of July 1, 2004)

ED&C Division

Note: Net sales include inter-segment transactions.

Technical Administration Division

Nishi Nippon Branch Office

Sales Division

Chubu Branch Office

Internal Audit Dept.

Export Control Office

Quality Chain Management Office

Global Strategic Planning Office

Corporate Administration Division

Motor Division

PLC Promotion Office

Kobe Factory

Inverter Value Engineering Center

Control & Drive Systems Division

Otawara Factory

Value Engineering Center




